Liberty (Philadelphia 2012)) corrects the wide-spread belief that the Dutch in colonial America were responsible for introducing religious tolerance in the New
During the late twentieth century this harmonious view came under attack. Historians discovered ethnic and religious variety in the Dutch colony. approaches. This is the core of Haefeli's book: if there was some sort of common policy it was meant to restrict not to broaden religious boundaries. Haefeli's conclusion is that old and New Amsterdam drifted apart in religious arrangements in the 1650s, but not in a linear development toward greater liberty. The only window of opportunity for radical believers (mainly a small elite) in the colony occurred in 1663 when Pieter C. Plockhoy began a liberal religious experiment in New Amstel in the Delaware valley. His plan was directed against strong government institutions but the experiment's existence was too short to prove that his alternative was viable.
In the end it was the result of the conflict between the Republic and England that determined the religious relations in the colony. Because both nations were Protestant, the locals were not too concerned about the future and did not openly resist the change. The real change happened in 1664.
The Reformed church lost the exclusive support of the state and in practical The conclusion of Evan Haefeli's book might be sobering to some readers as it lessens the confidence in the Dutch contribution to American religious liberty, but it definitely does not disappoint as a study. Haefeli clearly proves that it was never the intention of the Hollanders to establish a tolerant society, even though the practical outcome was more tolerant than most other nations. In this light, the title of his book is unnecessarily ambiguous. One may still read the title as an indication that expansion of toleration was the Dutch aim, which was explicitly not their goal. 
